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1. Introduction 

An output from the Numericanal project is to publish a good practice handbook 

This handbook will publish identified good practice focussing on two main subjects 

 Operation of Inland Waterway Structures 

 Communication on the Waterways – for safe boating and managing water resources 

Analysis of partners , and other regions , operations will take place with transnational 

cooperation and exchanges – all visits will be described and reported on ,as appropriate ,in 

this handbook 

Using this handbook 

The handbook is aimed at experienced Waterway users and Operational Managers  

Good practice – Is summarised at the top of each subject  

Links are provided for further information or research  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Operation of Waterway Structures 

Description of Structures 

There are 19 principle structures on Inland Waterways in North West Europe ( NWE )  – 

Aqueduct, Accommodation Bridge ,Public Road Bridge, Towpath/Turnover Bridge, Culvert, 

Major Cutting, Dry Dock, , Major Embankment, Lock, Pump Station, Reservoir, Sluice, Stop 

Gate, Tunnel, Waste Weir, River Weir, Weired Lock, Dock and Boat Lift 

Locks , Pumping Stations , Sluices ,Stop Gates and boat lifts have been mechanised , 

automated and have new technologies applied 

For this good practice handbook we will look at the operation of Locks  

Locks – Description of Operation 

The scale of Locks in NWE varies tremendously – but the principle of operation is the same 

no matter the scale 

Operation of a Lock is described in appendix 1 

3. Locks 

Description of 4 methods of operation 

a) Remote Operation 
Locks that are operated by navigation authority personnel remote from the site 

b) User Operated – Remote control or on site controls 
Locks operated by users using remote control devices or on site key / button controls 

c) Manned Operation – Mechanised 
Mechanised Locks operated on site operated by navigation authority personnel 

d) Manned Operation – Manual 
Manually operated Locks operated by navigation authority personnel or volunteers 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



a) Remote Operation 

Good practice – There are over 39 remotely operated Locks in France – In our review the 

operative operating the lock was 10km from site 

Frouard-Clevant Lock 27 – Canal de la Marne au Rhin - France 

Ecluse 27 de Frouard-Clévant is a minor waterways place on the Canal de la Marne au Rhin 

- Eastern Section between Moselle - Marne au Rhin (est)  

Lock 27 Frouard is operated from a control centre in Nancy which is over 10 km away from 

the lock 

CCTVs are deployed to watch the lock operation and a VNF operative operates the lock 

remotely – whilst reviewing the operation via CCTV 

Witnessed on site were two craft waiting to use the lock – the downstream boat , from 

Germany , used VHF radio to contact Nancy and the lock was set for the downstream boat 

to use the lock first – CCTV surveillance is relayed to a VFN operative in a cabin in Nancy  

CCTV watch the boat come into the lock and tie up then operates the sluices to fill the lock – 

once full the top end gate is opened the German boat goes out and the French boat enters – 

still being watch by CCTV then once tied to bollards the lock is operated to lower the water , 

open the bottom end gates and await the green light to boat out of the lock 

The two boaters on site were convinced that there was an operative in the cabin on site – 

the cabin was locked and no personnel were on site 

Testimony that true remote operation can take place safely 

CCTV overview of top end gate 

 

http://canalplan.org.uk/waterway/h71z
http://canalplan.org.uk/waterway/h71z
http://canalplan.org.uk/gazetteer/2q99


 

All boat movements are monitored before operation progresses 

 

 

 

http://www.french-waterways.com/practicalities/locks-ecluses.html 

http://canalplan.eu/gazetteer/2s8o 

http://www.french-waterways.com/waterways/marne-rhine.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.french-waterways.com/practicalities/locks-ecluses.html
http://canalplan.eu/gazetteer/2s8o
http://www.french-waterways.com/waterways/marne-rhine.html


b) User Operated – Remote control or on site controls 

Le Canal de Saint-Quentin – France 

Good practice – Hand held device technologies used to remotely operate Lock - VNF have 

long recognised that the riskiest thing to do when boating is getting n and off the craft – this 

operation means nobody has to get on or off their boats 

 
 
 

Background: 

There are two main existing technologies for “remote operation” of locks in France: 

 Pull chains or levers – Pull chains, suspended over the canal, used to request entry 

to locks. Within the lock two levers run down the lock wall – blue for operating (water 

level change, followed by gate opening) and red for emergency stop (see photograph 

below). 

 Remote operation using hand held devices (more detail below). 

 

 

Remote Operation using Hand-held Devices: 

 

The reason for moving to remote operation using hand held devices was essentially a safety 

upgrade; the pull lever method of initiating emergency stop is not seen as ideal. Multiple 

boats may be in the lock with no-one on board able to reach the levers. (There are also 

many other scenarios where it would be of little use, and it is also suspected that they are 

difficult to maintain). 

The remote operation system has been through several phases. Starting with simple “garage 

door” type technology, and evolving into the device now being trialled.  

 



The new unit (right) is a bespoke device, 

designed specifically for VNF. This unit uses 

VHF communications for a distance of around 

300-700m from the structure (i.e the initiation 

request). It then goes to WIFI within around 50m 

of the lock. The hand held units are around 500 

euro each. 

 

VNF had considered using mobile phone 

technology but discounted it because of: 

 limited mobile coverage in many areas 

 the difficulty of determining the exact 

location of the boat 

 and the lack of a secure link to provide 

the emergency stop function (see below). 

 

At the moment the system is in the trial stage; 

deployed on two canals with a view to national 

roll out. 2 locks in the Cambrai area, with one 

operation centre and 50 remote controls.  10 

locks elsewhere with 2 operation centres and 

200 remote controls. Over 2000 operations have been carried out across the sites. 

 

As the photograph shows, the unit has buttons for boats ascending and descending the lock; 

the skipper using these on the approach to set the lock ready for entry and use. The central 

black button will initiate the water level change, and would operate when the boat is within 

the lock chamber. The lock traffic signals (triangular lights) are repeated on the unit, with the 

red emergency button to the right. The display provides feedback to the user, and can be 

selected to display in one of four languages (French, Dutch, German and English); the 

selection being made by the lower buttons on powering up the unit. 

 

Currently the system is 

being used only to initiate 

lock preparation; the levers 

remain in use to operate the 

lock once the boat is in the 

chamber (the SIL 2 safety 

feature described below is 

therefore not currently 

used).                       
SAFETY FEATURES: 

There was much discussion 

on the safety features 

required. It is a basic safety 

principle in France that 

Skippers do not leave their 

boat at locks. Therefore 

VNF’s consultants had 

determined that a SIL2 

safety system was required 

to replicate the level of safety provided by the emergency lever system (the red lever on the 



right in the photograph). This was stated as providing protection for both people falling in the 

water (from boats) and for boat damage. 

 

On the hand held unit SIL 2 integrity for the emergency button  is provided by continuous 

handshaking through the WiFi system; this holding in physical relays on the receiver unit. If 

the signal is lost the relays drop out and the emergency stop initiates.  

 

This SIL 2 feature only applies while the boat was within the lock chamber.  At this stage of 

the operation the emergency stop feature (both the physical lever and that on the remote 

controller) is enabled. The emergency stop will stop gate movement (if moving) or will stop 

water flow by closing sluices.  (Apparently the emergency stop function is also initiated if the 

handheld unit is dropped in the canal; although it wasn’t explained how this actually 

operated). 

 

OPERATIONAL DEMONSTRATION 

 

The demonstration showed operation of the lock from a boat approaching from either 

direction. The operator interface was good and clear, and the boater gets an audible alert 

whenever action is required on their part. 

 

The boat is detected by IR beams at the lock entrances (visible in the previous photograph). 

These work very well, but surprisingly are accessible to persons on the lock side and can 

easily be triggered by walking in from of them. It was stated that software could determine 

nuisance detection by persons – but this didn’t appear to be the case in practice 

 

The system worked very well for a single boat in the system. It also worked well for multiple 

boats requesting operation; allowing them into the lock in the order in which they requested 

access. However the system did rely heavily on boaters following the instructions they’d 

been given. If a boater requested operation but then didn’t move into or out of the lock when 

requested the system would effectively stall – wait 15 minutes then raise a fault requiring 

attendance by VNF. This was inadvertently demonstrated when a real boat arrived partway 

through the demo; the lock having to be manually operated as there wasn’t time to get our 

“virtual” boats out of the lock before the real boat came in! 

 

Rhine / Rhone Canal – here is another good example of a French Canal using remote 

control operation 

Good practice – Remote hand held device used for simple remote lock operation – press 1 

for up or 2 for down  

http://www.vnf.fr/naviguerentoutesecurite/en/rhin-rhone/more.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vnf.fr/naviguerentoutesecurite/en/rhin-rhone/more.php


b) User operated/Lock Keeper operated – River Trent – UK 

Good practice – Can switch between waterway authority personnel operator to user 

operated – control panel technologies 

 

The navigable river Trent runs from Wilden Ferry (Shardlow) to the Yorkshire Ouse and 

Humber Estuary at Trent Falls.  There are connections to the Trent & Mersey Canal (at 

Derwent Mouth), the River Soar Navigation (at Trent Junction), the Erewash Canal (also at 

Trent Junction), the Fossdyke Navigation (at Torksey), the Chesterfield Canal (at West 

Stockwith), the river Idle (also at West Stockwith) and the Sheffield & South Yorkshire 

Navigation (at Keadby).  The river is tidal below Cromwell Lock.  The river is 94.8 miles 

(151.6 km) long and has 11 locks.  The Navigation includes a section of the Nottingham 

Canal and Beeston Cut. 

The locks are manned at busy times but, can be operated by the user.  There may be 

separate landing places for commercial & leisure craft.  Entry and exit are controlled by 

traffic lights as follows: 

“Red”.  Stop and hold at the jetty. The lock is in use or “closed to traffic”. 

“Red and Green”.  The lock is being prepared. 

“Green”.  You may enter the lock. 

“Amber”.  The lock is not manned. User operation is permitted. 

Each gate, and its paddles, is controlled from its adjacent console.  They are “powered up” 

by inserting a Sanitary Station Key.  An interlock prevents miss-operation.  Detailed 

instructions are displayed at each console. 

Transit of the Trent below Keadby to its confluence with the Yorkshire Ouse, needs full VHF 

equipment and clearance from Associated British Ports. 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_trent/river_trent 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canal-and-river-network/river-trent 

 

 

 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/yorkshire_ouse/yorkshire_ouse
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/trent_and_mersey/trent_and_mersey
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_soar/river_soar
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/erewash_canal/erewash_canal
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/fossdyke_witham/fossdyke_witham
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/chesterfield_canal/chesterfield_canal
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_idle/river_idle
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/sheffield_south_yorkshire/sheffield_south_yorkshire
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/sheffield_south_yorkshire/sheffield_south_yorkshire
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/nottingham_canal/nottingham_canal
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/nottingham_canal/nottingham_canal
https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_trent/river_trent
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canal-and-river-network/river-trent


c) Manned Operated – Mechanised 

There are many examples of mechanised locks operated by waterway authority personnel 

all over NWE  

Drop Lock Dalmuir – Forth and Clyde Canal – Scotland – Operated with on-site pedestal  

Good practice – example for future new builds or restorations to lock through a major 

highway – super safe new technology systems applied 

British Waterways Millennium Link Project involved re-opening the Forth and Clyde Canal 
that had been disused since the 1960's. The canal fell victim to the 1960's road culture and 
became blocked in several places. At Dalmuir, a bridge for a major road had been built 
within 300mm above the canal preventing vessels from navigating that stretch of waterway. 

To overcome this, an entirely new kind of canal lock needed to be created that would 
effectively allow vessels to 'cross the road'. The innovative drop lock solution at Dalmuir was 
designed by David Price whilst working for Mandall Engineering Ltd. 

The drop lock, was the first of its kind to be installed in this country, features a set of outward 
pointing mitre gates at each end of the lock. Vessels enter the lock and the water is pumped 
out of the lock until there is sufficient clearance between the water and the road bridge so 
the vessels can pass. Safety barriers are fitted to protect each set of mitres gates from the 
impact of a vessel, which could potentially cause the lock to flood rapidly, endangering the 
lock users. 

A major hazard with a lock of this design is that if the lock was to flood whilst vessels are 
under the bridge, the vessel and occupants would be crushed. To prevent this, further safety 
barriers adjacent to each side of the road are fitted, which raise and lower with the changing 
water level in the lock. This prevents vessels from drifting underneath the road and 
potentially being crushed. 

A major achievement in structural, mechanical and electrical concept design, detailed 
design, manufacturing drawings, project management of manufacture and site installation. 

The concept of “locking” under a major road was alien to users and the risk of crushing 
injuries was a first perceived to be high 

Fail safes, backups and system processes to ensure a boat cannot get crushed have been 
proven to work 

The lock has been operating since 2001 without any major incidents 

A concept that may be considered by NWE inland waterway restorations or new builds 

Watch the operation of the Dalmuir Drop Lock - www.youtube.com/watch?v=37A15-tj788 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37A15-tj788


 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/forth_clyde_canal/forth_clyde_canal 

https://www.scottishcanals.co.uk/our-canals/forth--clyde-canal/boating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/forth_clyde_canal/forth_clyde_canal
https://www.scottishcanals.co.uk/our-canals/forth--clyde-canal/boating


c) Manned Operated – Mechanised 

Good practice 1 – Lock keepers housed in cabins on site have excellent views of the lock 
operation can communicate with customers and operate structures in all weathers 

Good practice 2 – use of traffic lights as a navigation aid 

There are many examples of mechanised locks operated by waterway authority personnel 

all over NWE  

This one is on the River Severn – UK – but typically could be in Scotland , France , Belgium , 
Germany or the Netherlands 

All Lock site visits where such control towers or building exist operate automated sluice and 

gate operation – all powered by electricity and mechanisms driven using hydraulic 

technologies  

And the operation of the locks are described in appendix one – the same principles apply no 

matter the scale 

River Severn – UK  

 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_severn/river_severn 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canal-and-river-network/river-severn-

navigation 

http://www.midicanal.com/vnf/ 

 

 

https://www.waterways.org.uk/waterways/canals_rivers/river_severn/river_severn
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canal-and-river-network/river-severn-navigation
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/canal-and-river-network/river-severn-navigation
http://www.midicanal.com/vnf/


Port of Amsterdam – Netherlands 

Good practice – Control of heavy craft movement , commercial and leisure , in double locks 

using IT and other communication and surveillance systems for movement control 

Control Centre 

 

 

This control Centre houses the staff that manage the movement of craft traffic , from very 

large commercial craft to very small schloops and all sizes in-between 

At this site in the Port of Amsterdam , connecting Noorde Buitenkanaal and Velserkom , 

manages passage through two locks – one large to take larger commercial traffic and one 

smaller to take mainly leisure craft 

The operations are also fully open to public access 

Controls of movement are applied with complex interactions between live computer screens 

with animated boat movements tracked, water control telemetry, CCTV and VHF radio 

communication as well as personnel on the ground advising craft of safety procedures 

http://portofamsterdam.com/ 

http://www.eurocanals.com/Waterways/netherlandswater.html 

http://www.holland.com/uk/tourism/activities/traditional/canals.htm 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Canal_locks_in_the_Netherlands 

 

 

 

 

http://portofamsterdam.com/
http://www.eurocanals.com/Waterways/netherlandswater.html
http://www.holland.com/uk/tourism/activities/traditional/canals.htm
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Canal_locks_in_the_Netherlands


d) Manned Operation - Manual 

Lock operation 

The operation of the lock , as featured below , can either be manual operation of sluices and 

lock gate or can be mechanised operation of sluices and lock gates , either way the same 

process below applies 

The advantage of a manned operation is that there is an independent review of what is 

actually happening on site and if any emergency arises the Lock keeper can terminate the 

operation – ensuring craft and personal safety 

 

Lock Keeping – Good practice 

Two items of good practice have been identified 

Good practice 1 – The travelling Eclusiere – Lock keeper that travels with you to operate the 

locks 

Canal du Midi ( Castets-en-Dorthe ) 

Castets-en-Dorthe is the first lock from the Garonne to the Canal du Midi. It houses a lock 

keeper and traditionally a lock keeper at each location on the Canal du Midi 

A recent introduction is that of the “mobile lock keeper” who travels between locks and sets 

lock in advance to aid smooth passage  

The travelling eclusier / eclusiere. Happens on the Marne a la Saone canal as well as the 

Canal du Midi. They will meet you – by prior arrangement via the VNF office – at the first 

lock (e.g of the day) and ready it for you. They operates the mechanism, you help where 

appropriate by closing or opening gates on the side they can’t get to without walking all the 

way round. You exit, they completes closing the lock, gets in her micro car and meets you at 

the next lock.. 

 

 

http://www.french-waterways.com/practicalities/locks-ecluses.html 

http://www.french-waterways.com/waterways/marne-saone.html 

http://www.french-waterways.com/practicalities/locks-ecluses.html
http://www.french-waterways.com/waterways/marne-saone.html


 

CRT Volunteer Lock Keepers 

Good practice 2 – The Volunteer Lock keepers 

Lock keepers have been working on Britain's canals for hundreds of years, although the role 

has changed over time. These days CRT volunteer lock keepers help them look after our 

beautiful waterways, assist boaters, welcome visitors and maintain our historic locks 

Facts from 2014: 

 In 2014 we recruited 480 volunteer lock keepers at nearly 70 different sites 

 We estimate our volunteer lock keepers spoke to 7,000 people each week 

 We care for 1,654 historic locks all over the country 

 Read this information sheet about the role 

 Take a look at the dedicated websites kept up-to-date by our volunteer lock keepers 

at Hillmorton Locks and Foxton Locks 

Edd Moss, national volunteering manager for the Canal & River Trust said: “As a new charity 
we were heartened by the amazing support we received for this role last year. 

"Working outdoors and staying fit have been a key incentive for people, as has a sense of 
pride in knowing they’re helping protect our 250 year old working heritage. It’s extremely 
important to us that we offer volunteers something appealing where they feel like they’re 
making a difference, which this role certainly does. " 

The focus of the role is helping people. Recent research into the achievements of the 
volunteer lock keepers at Audlem on the Shropshire Union Canal has shown the value that 
they add to local businesses, local people, passing boaters and towpath visitors, principally 
in making connections between them all. Thank you! 

 Ideally we ask for at least a day a week's commitment over the summer season 
 Most sites involve working in pairs although there is some working alone 
 Most sites involve other day to day tasks which may include painting, snipping back 

overgrowth or litter picking. Each site is different so it depends on local needs 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/volunteer/ways-to-volunteer/volunteer-lock-keepers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/4781.pdf
http://www.hillmortonlocks.co.uk/
http://www.foxtonlocks.org.uk/
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/1924.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/volunteer/ways-to-volunteer/volunteer-lock-keepers


4. Communication on the Waterways 

a) River Information Services (RIS) 

Good practice – Control of heavy craft movements - enables crossborder compatibility of 

national systems 

http://www.ris.eu/home 

Used extensively in North West Europe 

River Information Services (RIS) are information technology (IT) related services designed to 

optimise traffic and transport processes in inland navigation, i.e. to enhance a swift 

electronic data transfer between water and shore through in-advance and real-time 

exchange of information. RIS aims to streamline the exchange of information between 

waterway operators and users. Since 2005, an EU framework directive provides minimum 

requirements to enable crossborder compatibility of national systems.  

Policy perspective 

The development of RIS, in combination with cost-effective and environmentally friendly 

logistics operations, enhances the competitive edge of inland waterway transport in the 

supply chain. The policy importance of RIS is presented in various EU policy papers, 

i.e.EC White paper, TEN-T Guidelines, NAIADES, Logistics Action Plan.   

 
Legal and common framework  

An EU framework directive (EC/2005/44) provides minimum requirements to enable 

crossborder compatibility of national systems. Comprehensive and international guidelines 

for RIS are continuously developed to harmonise the existing standards for particular river 

information systems and services within a common framework.  

 

Many institutions and RIS experts are involved to optimize and harmonize various 

information services. Numerous services relevant to RIS are already sustained, particularly 

radiotelephone, traffic posts, Internet, and Inland ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display 

Information System).  

 

RIS objectives:  

Enhancement of inland navigation safety in ports and rivers. 

Contribute to remedial measures - .provide local and regional traffic information for safety 

monitoring on tactical as well as strategical level. 

Enhance the efficiency of inland navigation - optimise the resource management of the 

waterborne transport chain by enabling information exchange between vessels, lock and 

bridges, terminals and ports. 

Better use of the inland waterways - providing information on the status of fairways. 

Environmental protection - providing traffic and transport information for an efficient calamity 

abatement process. 

Over the past few decades a significant number of services and systems have been 

developed for shipping traffic and transport management. The inland navigation sector now 

http://www.ris.eu/home
http://www.ris.eu/library/legislation
http://www.ris.eu/library/legislation


faces the challenge of integrating these building blocks to create a common architecture that 

offers sufficient consistency and synergy across applications 

Services:  

Information on fairways to plan, execute and monitor voyages by boat masters and fleet 

managers (e.g., water levels, traffic signs, opening hours of locks.). The information systems 

contain geographical, hydrological and administrative data for this purpose. 

Traffic information services comprises both tactical traffic information (display of the present 

vessel characteristics and movements on a limited part of the waterway) and strategic traffic 

information (display of vessels and their characteristics over a larger geographical area, 

including forecasts and analyses of future traffic situations); 

Traffic management aims at optimising the use of the infrastructure as well as facilitating 

safe navigation. Currently, the "VTS centres" (vessel traffic service centres) are designed to 

improve the safety and efficiency of vessel traffic and to protect the environment; 

Calamity abatement services are responsible for registering vessels and their transport data 

at the beginning of a trip and updating the data during the voyage with the help of a ship 

reporting system. In case of an accident, the responsible authorities are capable of providing 

the data immediately to the rescue and emergency teams; 

Information for transport management includes estimated times of arrival (ETA's) provided 

by boat masters and fleet managers based on fairway information making it possible to plan 

resources for port and terminal processes. Information on cargo and fleet management 

basically comprises two types of information: information on the vessels and the fleet and 

detailed information on the cargo transported; 

Statistics and customs services: the RIS improves and facilitates the collection of inland 

waterway statistical data in the Member States; 

Waterway charges and port dues: the travel data of the ship can be used to automatically 

calculate the charge and initiate the invoicing procedure. 

Operational perspective 

There is a growing need for information exchanges between stakeholders in inland 

navigation:  

Traffic-related information benefits all parties when it comes to safety. 

Transport-related information, which focuses mainly on efficiency. 

River Information Services work on the basis of various information levels:  

Fairway Information (FI), only contains data on the fairway, 

Tactical or Strategic Traffic Information (Traffic Information or TI) also includes information 

about vessels movements in the RIS area. 

Traffic information is provided on the basis of traffic images. 

 



 

b) Automatic Identification System ( AIS ) 

Good practice – Control of heavy craft movement – collision control system 

As used by Rijkswaterstaat , Voies navigables de France and Eindhoven  

Automatic Identification System (AIS) is a collision avoidance  system that gives information 
all the ships in your area, their speed and courses and how to contact them (name, callsign, 
MMSI). This information is publically broadcast on VHF radio which can be picked up either 
by other ships or by shore based receivers. 

AIS works best over a range of a few miles 
as the AIS signal is more or less limited to line of sight to the horizon (usually 10-20 miles). 
However, by getting together a group of amateur shipping enthusiasts around the country 
equipped with suitable receivers and aerials, ships can be tracked over longer distances. 

Where there are many receivers, ships can be tracked continually. However, where there 
are only a few receivers or it is not practical to place a receiver (eg far out to sea), then there 
will be gaps in the coverage. UK coverage is not complete or continuous. There are gaps 
in the coverage and not all areas are covered 24 hours a day.  

UK 

The AIS system is used only around the UK in coastal and tidal waters. AIS is used is in line 

with SOLAS regulations in these waters for commercial shipping. However, there is no 

compulsory requirement for this system on leisure craft on our inland waterways.  

Netherlands 

- AIS coverage: 100 % 
- Authority in charge of AIS: Rijkswaterstaat 
- AIS Parameters: Class A  
- Categories of vessel concerned by AIS: blue passengers, green cargo, red tanker, 

yellow high speed, light blue pilot/towing vessel, pink yacht, light brown fishing boat, 
grey not specified, white ship on its way, and white square anchoring. 90% of the ships 
are already using it 

- AIS regulation: actually, AIS is not mandatory but recommended. In the near future it 
will be mandatory 

- AIS based services: AIS allows sending application specific message for providing 
additional information like weather info, locks, water levels, etc. 
 
http://www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/ 
 

 

 

http://www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/


France 

In France, the AIS system is managed by VNF. The AIS coverage is depicted in the figure 

below.    

 

 

- AIS coverage: 100 % of Class V and above 
- Authority in charge of AIS: VNF 
- AIS Parameters: Inland AIS (based on Class A) – this is the same in NL 
- AIS regulation: Inland AIS will be mandatory from Jan.1st 2016 on all Class IV+ 

waterways for commercial vessels (cargo, passengers) and leisure crafts above 
20 meters long.  

 

 

b) Automatic Identification System ( AIS ) Mittelweser – Germany 

Good practice – Practical example of a AIS project resolving a shipping “bottleneck” can be 

found in this presentation 

H Berends presentation 

http://numericanal.eu/sites/default/files/meetings/(Helmut%20Berends)%20130904%20BCO%20Overviewe%20New%20Technologies%20IWT%20Germany.pdf


The presentation also includes some interesting projects regarding mobile device applications 

 

c) Varen Doe Je Samen – The Netherlands   

Good practice – Promotes a safe , cooperative use of the waterways by commercial and 

recreational vessels 

http://www.varendoejesamen.nl/ 

Boating is freedom. Away from the shore. You can fully enjoy being on the water in the 

Netherlands with all its many forms of water sports. But the waterways can be busy since 

they are used by both commercial and recreational vessels. Rules have been made to 

ensure safety on the water, and each captain must know these rules. The rules can be 

found in the Inland Waterways Police Regulations (BPR) and have been bundled in the 

ANWB's Water Almanac 1. 

The project ‘Safe Boating.eu' promotes a safe, cooperative use of the waterways by 

commercial and recreational vessels. There are ten 'Junction booklets', which describe 

the most important waterway junctions in each region and contain maps showing you the 

safest and fastest way to navigate in these junctions. You can download these booklets 

for free on this website www.safeboating.eu 

The brochure ‘Sail Together!’contains the most important navigation rules, some adv ice 

and a number of practical tips for safe sailing. Other folders are:  

•Rules for speed boats 

•Safety on board 

•Safe and fast through bridge and lock 

•Communication on the water 

•The blue sign in Europe 

If you prepare yourself for your trip, you'll enjoy yourself much more!  

http://www.varendoejesamen.nl/?language=en booklets in English 

Further links  

http://numericanal.eu/safe-boating  

http://numericanal.eu/work-package-3  

http://numericanal.eu/safe-boating/safety-web-portal  

 

 

 

http://www.varendoejesamen.nl/
http://www.safeboating.eu/
http://www.varendoejesamen.nl/?language=en
http://numericanal.eu/safe-boating
http://numericanal.eu/work-package-3
http://numericanal.eu/safe-boating/safety-web-portal


d) Mobile telephones – UK – British Waterways / Canal & River Trust 

Good practice – Promotes communication between operational staff – increasing efficiencies 

and customer service 

Time line 

1970’s a handful of Senior Operational staff had car phones – we had dilapidated Inland 

Waterways that breached regularly and the phones were part of the emergency planning 

agreement with the emergency services 

1980’s still a few staff had car phones – mobile phones were introduced – mainly pooled 

resource for boating or site visits  

1990’s smaller mobile phones were introduced to Senior Staff and authorised operational 

staff had car phones installed 

2000’s roll out of issue of mobile phones to all operational staff and many functional staff 

took place 

Now – All staff , apart from static purely administrative staff , are issued with mobile 

telephones - the majority of staff have smart phones / android 

The roll out of mobile phones to all staff increased levels of communication , to what is a 

widely geographically spread operation , between Managers , Supervisors and Operational 

staff as well as Operational staff being able to communicate with each other – thus 

improving productivity , efficiency and customer service  

The mobile phones are also used to send out organisation wide messages via texts 

Virtually all staff are now remotely connected to email , electronic systems , IT systems by 

the use of their mobile telephones  

 

e) Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition: SCADA: Water resource Management by 

The Canal & River Trust 

Good practice – Bespoke technologies monitoring water levels at over 600 sites  

When the canals were first built over two hundred years ago, finding a reliable water supply 
to ensure that freight could be transported around the country was critical to the success of 
those early canal companies.  

Nowadays, even though boating on the canals is mainly for recreation, the same challenges 
still exist. This is because every time a boat passes through a lock, thousands of litres of 
water are used. Also, water evaporates from the canals during warm and sunny weather, 
meaning that we need to regularly top up the water levels to meet these demands otherwise 
boats would run aground. 

Supplies of water come from a network of reservoirs, rivers and streams, as well as being 
pumped from underground. We have a network of pumping stations at key locations to allow 
us to pump water back up lock flights. 



The diagram below illustrates these supplies and demands: 

 
To ensure the right balance between supply and demand for water, The Canal & River Trust 
(CRT) need to carefully monitor, model and manage the water resources across the 2000 
miles of canals and rivers we look after. 

Monitoring 

Every day, CRT monitor the canals. Using the latest technology and a bespoke system 
designed by the Canal & River Trust. They have over 600 monitoring stations located at 
strategic points in the canals, rivers and reservoirs. 

These sites record anything from canal, river, reservoir and groundwater levels, water flows, 
pump rates as well as lock usage in real time. 

CRT can look at the information provided from these stations via the internet and the mobile 
phone network, allowing an instant reaction to any situation. This can include high water 
levels during flood events as well as low water levels in the summer months. The system 
can sense a drop in water levels, send an alert to operational staff and indicate a possible 
problem. 

Every week CRT record how much water is stored in our reservoirs and this helps us to 
decide which reservoirs to use. They share this information around the middle of each month 
in a report called Reservoir Watch. Why not take a look at the latest Reservoir Watch to see 
how the reservoirs are doing? 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/our-work/water-management/day-to-day/reservoir-watch


Every hour CRT record how many lockages occur throughout our canals and rivers at over 
150 locks and this helps us see how busy our locks are and how much water we need to 
supply to them. CRT collate this information into an Annual Lockage Report which we share 
every January.  

Twice-yearly CRT provide a report summarising the overall water resources situation across 
the canals and rivers. The spring report explains how well reservoirs have refilled and the 
prospects for the main boating season. The autumn report looks back at reservoir use and 
boating patterns.  

Modelling 

CRT use the information from their monitoring stations, along with historical rainfall data from 
the Met Office going back nearly 100 years to run computer simulation models of the canals 
and rivers. 

These help CRT understand possible future changes in water supplies and demands, such 
as the effect of a new marina or climate change. The models are also used to guide their day 
to day decision making on which sources of water are the best ones to use. 

Management 

CRT combine the monitoring and modelling information to manage the water wisely. This 
can be to ensure water levels are kept topped up from day to day, but also allow them to 
plan effectively for the future. 

This future planning is shown in their new Water Resources Strategy, setting out CRT 
aspirations for the next five years, but looking as far ahead as 2050 to understand the longer 
term pressures and challenges on water supply and use. 

CRT consulted on this Strategy in autumn 2014, and produced a summary of the 
responses.  The final Strategy was published in October 2015.  

Water management team 

The team is made up of water experts who undertake monitoring, modelling and 
management of the canals and rivers to try and ensure that we have just the right amount of 
water. There are eight hydrologists, two modellers, one hydrometric assistant and eight 
engineers. 

Together they work hard on a day to day basis to keep the canals topped up, although this 
can be extremely difficult in times of drought or flood. 

Email: Water.Information@canalrivertrust.org.uk 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/our-work/water-management 

https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/323.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/9535-crt-water-resources-summary-spring-2015.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/7817-crt-water-resources-summary-autumn-2014.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/national-consultations/completed-consultations
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/8959-water-resources-strategy-summary-of-consultation-responses.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/8959-water-resources-strategy-summary-of-consultation-responses.pdf
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/refresh/media/thumbnail/24335-water-resources-strategy.pdf
mailto:Water.Information@canalrivertrust.org.uk
https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/about-us/our-work/water-management


e) Marine VHF radio - UK 

The other main system for communications, signalling and information exchange in support 

of navigation on the waterway is the Marine band VHF radio systems (Canal and River Trust 

uses the VHF channel number 74 and the VHF frequencies 156.725 and 161.325). The 

marine VHF radio coverage in the UK is predominantly in tidal waters. In addition, there is 

significant use on the inland waterways. Indeed, many inland waterway pleasure craft use 

the larger freight waterways, to move between different parts of the waterway network. 

These can range from canals such as the Gloucester & Sharpness, through river navigations 

like the Aire & Calder or the Weaver, to tidal waters such as the Thames, the Humber 

system, the Mersey, the Severn and Witham estuaries.  
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Appendix 1 

 

Principle of operation of a lock 

For a boat going 
upstream: 

 

For a boat going downstream: 

1–2. The boat enters the 
lock. 

8–9. The boat enters the lock. 

3. The lower gates are 
closed. 

10. The upper gates are closed. 

4–5. The lock is filled with 
water from upstream. 

11–12. The lock is emptied by 
draining its water 
downstream. 

6. The upper gates are 
opened. 

13. The lower gates are opened. 

7. The boat exits the lock. 14. The boat exits the lock. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pound_lock_sequence.svg

